
myrthe to work there and also visiting the nice zeland city of midelburg taking a

usual  spots  and  taking  advantage  of  some  nice  days  to  explore  utrecht  taking 

anyway  roaming  around  with  livia  the  small  city  of  culemborg  filming  from  the 

13169:  "spending  considerably  much  less  time  outdoor  now  with  the  winter  but 

complete palette with even two dots"

and trying to be simple but in the end adding up all the colours to make it a 

07142: "a last painting executed before leaving for the winter in the mountains 

the middle east and evenly around the world"

word kill and catching several hidden headlines with death occurring now less in 

12156: "reading the news even several times a day always searching now for the 

also visiting tilburg and utrecht with livia"

through some cities on my way to leiden breathing getting in quite some traffic 

welding  a  shelf  with  my  new  generator  making  quite  some  pollution  and  biking 

15133:   "breathing   good   air   in   the   netherlands   beside   some   home   improvements 

getting ideas mostly being indoor and talking walks outside with her"

14132: "now in holland awaiting for little livia to get born with myrthe home and 

plus towards the end"

bringing some good weather and also bringing the temperature from minus degrees to 

setting in of a gray weather confining me home with livia and only occasionally 

16128:  "some  sunny  yet  cold  days  allowing  me  the  last  bike  rides  before  the 

almost recording no wind until going out again and experiencing some"

long  bike  rides  but  then  keeping  mostly  indoor  with  gray  cold  weather  out  and 

18125: "experiencing at first some wind spending quite some time out also taking 

more extensive walk in rotterdam after visiting my russian friend there"

despite her not being so willing to keep so long in the stroller and also taking a 

walking  in  culemborg  with  livia  during  our  time  together  and  also  in  utrecht 

05128: "a month with quite a few walks despite using my free time to bike and 

playing on the floor of my small study"

advantage of the time spent indoor with the ugly november weather out and livia 

circle  in  more  of  an  eye  shaped  inspired  by  the  previous  painting  and  taking 

07140:  "still  a  complicated  painting  adding  more  lines  and  reshaping  even  the 

sing to august"

also now playing the melodica for her including some old military songs i used to 

getting to learn a few dutch children songs from myrthe singing them to her and 

make  her  calm  down  but  also  singing  spontaneously  with  her  while  playing  and 

and really having a hard time to do so at times and trying many different songs to 

03111: "singing many a songs to livia especially trying to make her fall asleep 



detecting many humans but also animals"

traveling  to  the  netherlands  and  being  outside  enjoying  the  nice  weather  and 

17095:  "in   sweden   for   the   spring   annotating   the   shapes   of   clouds   there   also 

visiting my barn installation"

the sheep and a nice guy walking down the carega mountain before meeting a local 

wife of my neighbour and her father but also meeting a romanian man looking after 

in the mountains meeting folk coming to visit my installation in the barn like the 

10119: "meeting the pregnant girlfriend of a relative in my native town and then 

narration around also the reconstruction of an abandoned temple"

removing  in  the  summer  to  build  my  cathedral  in  the  mountains  and  basing  the 

08094:  "fable  inspired  by  the  black  crickets  found  underneath  the  rocks  i  was 

listening to songs while at her little cousin's birthday party"

playing  the  harmonica  as  well  as  her  grandmother's  piano  for  livia  and  later 

and  myself  learning  dome  of  the  dutch  children  songs  and  singing  them  but  also 

listening to myrthe singing them to her now again copying some of my italian songs 

03112: "a month spent again in the netherlands singing songs to livia and also 

shortening"

and   feeling   happy   about   it   and   also   happy   that   the   time   i   can   be   there   is 

in the alps unable to be there but then getting good ideas on how to realize it 

and for some days even sick with diarrhea and a times frustrated with my project 

04116: "having a little hard in the netherlands with the winter and feeling bored 

complete isolation and almost total indifference"

realization of my project in the alps and still however reflecting on my state of 

unable   then   to   think   properly   but   still   now   regrowing   my   faith   toward   the 

but nonetheless managing to record briefly and sometime with people close to me 

09086: "a period keeping quite indoor given the bad november weather in holland 

rain"

ardennes  and  trying  to  explore  the  hilly  landscape  there  despite  the  constant 

trip  there  to  buy  a  generator  and  finally  also  going  for  a  few  days  to  the 


